
Every day, a new adventure!
Join us at DaysAtDunrovin for access to our four nature cams,

 community chatting, and fun on the ranch!

Honoring Queen Harriet

My sense of fidelity and the pain of my sorrow at Harriet’s absence demands
that I begin this newsletter with her and a few words that convey only part of the
hole she leaves in my heart and life. Tears form in my eyes each time I try to
articulate all that she means to me - so many tears that I am unable to type or
think. Luckily, I found the following section from the newsletter I wrote at the
end of the 2023 season when Harriet’s job was done and she was on the verge
of migrating away. Looking back on this piece, it appears that I sensed that this
could be her last year. Perhaps it was noticing that she began to show signs of
aging - needing to stretch her legs more often when incubating (antithesis?) or
her frayed feathers (less energy to evenly molt?). I am glad that I took the time
last year to contemplate Harriet while she was still among us. I am still unable
to admit that I may never again caress her with the webcam or hear her cries
echoing across the ranch and along the river. It matters not where she is now,
the Dunrovin Nest will always belong to Queen Harriet.

Harriet, What’s on Your Mind?

Last Monday (August 28, 2023), Harriet spent a long time standing on her nest
looking out, only occasionally chirping. It seemed a quiet, contemplative time
for her, which allowed me to caress her from head to tail with the web camera
(see video) and made me wonder if migration was on her mind.

The earliest recorded date for Harriet’s departure was August 26, 2020, and the
latest was on September 9, 2014. As her departure nears, I find myself missing
her already and feeling an enormous sense of gratitude for the pure joy she has
brought me over the years. Yet every year at this time, my thoughts and
emotions seem to abandon hope and happiness and become clouded with
doubt and dread. Will she survive another year and return to us next spring?
Will this year be her last to use the Dunrovin nest that she has spent years
building and tending?

I cannot bear the thought of a Dunrovin summer without her - and perhaps that
is part of what she bestows on us. She helps us understand the fleeting
essence of life, of how precious and precarious each moment is, of how our
intense happiness at witnessing intimate family moments with her comes, in
part, from the fact that such moments cannot last. They are ours to savor now,
in the moment. We cannot hold, keep, or control them. All we can do is savor
and remember. Our grasp on life is no greater nor lesser than hers. We are
both born of this ephemeral world and are both destined to leave it. Perhaps
the sweetness of life flows from the mysteries - physical, spiritual, and temporal
-  that bind us all, ospreys and humans alike.

Harriet was last seen at Dunrovin on September 9, 2023. While this week has
been too hectic for me to write an Honoring Harriet Survey to solicit your input
and organize her celebration, I will do so in the coming days. However, I would
like to suggest now that we hold our Honoring Harriet celebration on the first
anniversary of her last Dunrovin sighting: Monday, September 9, 2024. All of us
can use the summer to gather our photos, memories, and feelings for Queen
Harriet. Please leave your thoughts about setting that date aside for her in the
Discussion Board on our D@D website.
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Lonely Swoop 

We started off the week full of sadness as we watched Swoop dutifully repair
the nest that he had shared with Harriet. We could not help but interpret his far-
off gazes as his longing for her. Our emotions were torn in two directions. We
faithfully held out hope for a late return and a Queen’s grand entrance, yet our
hearts broke to think that Swoop might not find a new mate this year. Within the
world of raptors, every breeding season is critical, and Swoop has the right
genes of a strong survivor to pass along, so we fretted about his finding a
suitable mate. All this worry led us to compile a list of Swoop’s many admirable
attributes to include in his profile on the Osprey Dating app we had decided to
build. 

The Dunrovin Osprey Dating App Exceeds Expectations!

It seems our Osprey Dating App extolling Swoop’s many wonderful virtues was
sufficient to excite the ladies and lure them to the Dunrovin Nest (thank you,
Kate Wasem, for your amazing rendition of the app). No sooner had the app hit
the airways that a gorgeous, young, and nubile female followed him to the nest,
landed, and naturally assumed that she was now IT, and that Swoop was now
under her spell! She is covered in jewels around her neck and under her wings
- clearly, a fancy lady who earned the name Miss Fancy through a vote of our
D@D members (see below). 

However, Miss Fancy was not the only one scrolling through the app. Soon
Miss Floosie (so named by SuzAnne) arrived and tried to break up the new
couple so she could move in. Miss Fancy seems to have focused more of her
attention on attracting a mate rather than on fending off rivals or dedicating
herself to home construction. She hardly knew what to do when Miss Floosie
landed on the nest and horned in on the honeymooning couple’s game of fish
keep-away. Plus, this little princess has yet to get her talons dirty with nest
construction. She has mainly been watching Swoop work, eating the many fish
he has brought her, and enjoying the scenery from her position on the perch!

Wow, what a busy and fascinating nest it was last week. It seems that our
Swoop will have his talons full this season teaching Princess Fancy the ropes.
Now, we are all wringing our hands over her lack of abilities. We hope for a
single egg this year to give her an opportunity to learn and practice before
trying to cope with two or three chicks. Time will tell, and we will all watch with
great interest!

Fancy Arrives and the Bonding Begins
See Video

Miss Floosie Arrives at the Nest to Challenge Miss Fancy
See Video

Progress is Happening
Miss Floosie Departs

Miss Fancy and Swoop are Beginning to Share Fish, and
Miss Fancy Participates in Nest Building

See Video

Sandee Captures Miss Fancy in All Her Dazzling Jewels.  

Our D@D volunteer professional photographer, Sandee McLaughlin came out
to Dunrovin this past Saturday afternoon - right as Miss Floosie was causing a
stir that had all three ospreys flying and chasing each other about. Sandee
outdid herself and captured some incredible images of Miss Fancy that provide
great details of the jewels (heart-shaped images on her feathers) she wears on
her neck and under her wings. Sandee even got a photo of Miss Floosie in hot
pursuit of Swoop.

(Photos by Sandee McLaughlin)

Lonely Swoop 

The Naming of Miss Fancy As soon as it became apparent that Swoop had
accepted the beautiful bejeweled female, we all wanted to name her. The D@D
chatters had some great suggestions, and they voted on it by leaving
comments in the Discussion Board. Suggestions included Jewel (I objected to
this name because I am still grieving the loss of my longtime ranch dog Jewel -
that name belongs to her!), Fancy, Pearl, Audry, Lacy, Peaches, Ellie, and
Grace.

It was decided that I could not be trusted with counting the votes as I was too
strong a proponent of Fancy and might fudge the results. Trusty Paula, the
Queen of Precision, was put in charge. Happily, Fancy did win in the end, but I
believe that my Fancy story greatly influenced the voting.

SuzAnne’s Fancy Story.

Everyone who knows me is always surprised when I show up wearing a dress
and jewelry. My natural habitat is outside, preferably in the woods, where
fashion revolves around boots, tough denim jeans, and flannel shirts, and an
absence of jewelry.  Our older son, Jake, was over two years old when he first
saw me in a dress wearing jewelry to which he exclaimed “Mama, you’re such a
fancy lady!” (where he got that language at that age, I will never know). This
happened just as the holiday season began, so when Sterling later asked Jake
what he wanted to get his mother for Christmas, Jake said jewels. Sterling took
him to the craft store to purchase plastic jewels and a child’s treasure box to
hold them. When they came home from their shopping trip, Jake announced
that he had purchased me a Christmas gift and that it was not jewels! 

Then, on Christmas morning, as we all awoke to find the tree surrounded with
gifts, including the big Panda Bear pictured below, Jake did not run to find the
gifts carrying a label with his name; rather he searched for his wrapped
treasure box of jewels (not unlike the one above) to give to me! This memory is
one of many highlights of my life as a mother. Who could resist such sweetness
from the little boy pictured below? I now associate wearing jewels with being a
Fancy Lady.

Mark Returns to Dunrovin

Passing the generational torch is an enormous and emotionally charged
process that can end in everyone feeling blessed if successful and broken if
not. Sterling and I now begin that process as our younger son, Mark, returns to
Dunrovin to be the hands-on partner while his brother, Jake, participates from
afar. They each bring different skills and interests to the endeavor. Jake is an
attorney (very useful for generational legal matters), and Mark is a software
engineer who can work from Dunrovin as easily as from Seattle (hence, he can
live and work here while learning the details of the property and the
businesses). Sterling and I too have different skills and desires. I am prone to
flights of fantasy, while Sterling is more practical and pragmatic. All four of us
will have to keep ourselves in check (probably most difficult for me as I have
the heaviest emotional involvement with Dunrovin) to make the compromises
that may be needed to arrive at a successful conclusion that honors all of our
priorities. In these challenges, we are no different from other families facing the
universal need to pass the generational torch.Wish us all luck! 

All of you will soon be seeing and hearing more from Mark as he transitions into
a leadership role at the ranch and becomes more engaged with the D@D
community. Sandee captured some great photos of Mark’s move-in last
Saturday, which was facilitated by his many longtime local pals. Sterling did
yeoman’s service by organizing a BBQ and manning the grill for a party to
thank them for their efforts in unloading Mark’s Uhaul, and to celebrate Mark’s
return.

(Photos except for the fire pit by Sandee McLaughlin)

Springtime in Montana

Just as I was completing the newsletter, this happened and I felt the need to
share the beauty of a spring snow storm. What an incredibly wonderful world
we share!

If you'd love more ranch content in your life, follow us on Instagram and
Facebook. There's never a dull moment at Dunrovin Ranch!
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